TRANSFORMING SECURITY

SECURITY SOLUTION
INSTALLATIONS
The installation of any system, whether it be a single site
or estate wide migration can be a complex undertaking,
demanding a carefully planned, structured and systematic
approach.

40 YEARS EXPERIENCE

We have developed a highly refined process for such
installations. Proven in countless projects across diverse
sectors, the process naturally varies according to each
customers requirements, but the core disciplines are proven
and common to all.

DETAILED DESIGN
Network design

1

CCTV and lighting survey
Access control survey
Existing fence-line condition report
Detailed reports
FAT system setup and acceptance
Confirmation of scope of works

PROJECT MOBILISATION
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Pre-start meeting
Health and Safety planning and documentation
Resource planning
Site setup

PROJECT INSTALLATION
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Equipment procurement
PIDS installation
Network installation
Cabling
CCTV installation
Access control installation

SYSTEM COMMISSIONING
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PIDS commissioning
Network commissioning and configuration
Cause and effect matrix configuration
CCTV commissioning
Access control commissioning

PENETRATION TESTING
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Black box assessment
Infrastructure review

SYSTEM HANDOVER
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Operator training
O&M issue
System handover
Maintenance management

“

Reliance High Tech dealt directly with
customers and councils very successfully,
provided RAMS on time and met all project
schedules, delivering each project on time
with zero snags and zero harm.
Steve Johnson,
Security & Emergency Planning Manager
Affinity Water Ltd

”

1
Strong
engagement,
reporting and
communications
from the outset

Extensive
disparate and
legacy system
management
and maintenance
expertise

6

40 years’
experience in
large, multi-site
security service
programmes

SIX
REASONS

Your solution
built on a
comprehensive
understanding
of your
needs and
circumstances

TO PARTNER
WITH RELIANCE
HIGH-TECH

5

Unrivalled technical
expertise and project
management capability

2

A process proven in
diverse commercial,
public sector and
CNI applications

3

4

ONE STEP AHEAD
OF EVERY CHALLENGE

Large scale security solution installations are complex and challenging by nature.
A Security Systems Integrator with the experience to foresee and address the
challenges and issues which will arise is an absolute essential.
We’ve been delivering security solutions to leading public, commercial, industrial
and CNI organisations for more than 40 years. We know what issues are likely to
arise, and we’re ready to deal with them and prevent them.

Contact us today to find out how Reliance High-Tech
could deliver the security your organisation needs.

W: www.rht.co.uk

E: info@rht.co.uk

T: 0845 121 0802
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